For Field Trip Parking Only:
Farm Back Gate Parking Area

To find the Back Gate Parking Area:
- Upon entering the main entrance of UCSC (at the corner of Bay and High Streets) proceed straight until you reach the second stop light (not counting the stoplight at the entrance at Bay and High).
- Make a left at this stop light (Hagar Drive)
- Go about 1,500 feet and make a left at Village Road (the only left).
- Drive down Village Road, veer left through the small parking lot and continue up a slight hill to the bike path crossing. **USE EXTREME CAUTION CROSSING THE BIKE PATH - DOWNHILL BIKES COME FAST!!!**
- Cross bike path into the dirt lot. Please park on the left, close together to make room for everyone. (Large trucks sometimes need to drive on and off the farm through the main gate so be sure not to block the gate)
- A Life Lab staff member will greet you and hand out parking permits. Please display your parking permit on your dashboard.